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FORMER CONTRIBUTIONS TO "THE OPEN COURT."
FREDERICK MAY HOLLAND.
Mr. Holland
1,

of

in his interesting essay, "

The Open Court,

King Voltaire,"

in

No.

calls the seventy years preparation for

the French Revolution the Reign of Voltaire.

Voltaire was not
and timidity are not to be
denied.
But his greatness as an author, Mr. Holland says, would
be more apparent, if the man had not been greater still.
He
wrote for his day, and it was dark and bloody enough to need
every word. The greatest work that Voltaire accomplished with
his able pen, was the deliverance and justification of persons
unjustly arraigned and persecuted. It must be added that while Mr.
Holland exaggerates the praise of Voltaire by declaring that his
influence was greater than that of Luther or of Goethe, he wrongs
him by stating that he had expressed on his deathbed his hope to
die in the Catholic religion and be pardoned by the church.
Condorcet, his biographer, knows nothing of such a confession of

without faults; his

irritability, duplicity

Voltaire's in his last hours.

It is

a process of concentrating the forces of existence

done through the process of self-preservation. This principle of selfism is means only, not an end. Without it there would
be stagnation, but the individual organism does not exist for its
own sake. Nature's aim is higher, broader, richer life. The end
which

is

of individual existence

is

the

common

good, the general well-be-

and here is where the law of ethics and the obligations of religion bear upon social problems.
Individual self-interest and enterprise only furnish the rough materials for the meliorations
which mark the progress of the higher civilization.
ing,

PROF.

In

Number

E.

23 Professor E.

and Idealism," and

living.

regulates the relations of the individual to his fellow-beings as well as to the

*'

Mr. Potter discusses the question

of the relation of individual existence to the aggregating
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D.

COPE.

D. Cope treats of " Evolution

finds in the evidence of evolution the refu-

tation of the doctrine of idealism.

what we consider the objective world

He
is

concedes that much of
unreal and has no exist-

we perceive it, like the snakes, for instance, to the
victim of delirium tremens; and he agrees that " the properties of
ence, e.xcept, as

matter" owe much of their character, and even their existence, to
our senses, which give matter all its qualities, or, at least, modify
and change them according to the number of our senses and their
ability to perceive. Yet, for all that, he says: "If a given supposed
object be purely a mental state on the part of the subject, a
rational cause for the production of that state is wanting."

With

great self-confidence. Professor

Cope

says:

"Evolu-

tion gives the coup de grace to idealism of the consistent type.

In

the gradual unfolding of organic life it sees the two universal
It sees them interact and influence
facts, subject and object.

each other," and further on he says:
for

"It

is

equally competent

the materialist to deny the existence of

idealist to

deny the existence of matter.

The

mind

as for the

materialist behold

ing the imperfection of the senses may pronounce them to be,
one by one, incompetent witnesses, and declare them to be
illusions.
But the fact is, both exist, object and subject, matter
and mind."

MoNCURE

D. Conway, on Agnosticism, in No. 47.

Mr. Moncure D. Conway, in reference to the philosophical
exposure of Agnosticism in the editorial article of Nos. 43 and 44 of
The Open Court, declares that the Unknowable cannot in the
least concern the religious nature.
Only weariness of wing can
have brought free thinkers to seek rest on this raft. Religion does
not follow abstract and vague gods, it follows Jesus, Buddha, Mary,
who may be known and loved. On the truth and moral value of
these great figures, man can base his life.
Mr. Conway concludes
with the remark that the ethical side of monism has not as yet
been made clear. Nature seems predatory and cruelly impartial
between good and evil. Adherents of error survive more comfortably and increase more extensively than the disciples of truth.
May it not be more truly said that there is a moral law in man to
which nature must conform in order to be elevated and transfigured to a nobler existence? Mr. Conway's critical remark if it
were unanswerable from the standpoint of Monism would drive religion and philosophy back into the dualism and supernaturalism of
former times, And truly the supernatural, if it is justifiable at
all, must be recognized in the moral nature of man, unless man
is proven to be a part of nature.
The editor's answer to Mr.
Conway's criticism, in the same number, expatiates on the
Oneness of Man and Nature, thus showing that humanity, culture and civilization are but a higher stage of the natural, and
that morality does not stand in contradiction to, but is an observing of and a conforming to the cosmical order of the All.
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THE FOUNDING OF OUR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM.
BY MONCURE

D.

CONWAY.

(Concliii/i'd.)

When

Bill of Rights was passed,
Williamsburg paraded and fired all its cannon. But
nobody supposed that the declaration of religious
freedom had any more bearing on the established
church, than its declaration, " that all men are by nature equally free and independent," meant negro
emancipation. Patrick Henry, in offering the clause,
disclaimed any intention of attacking the establishment; and the convention, equally unconscious of
what it had done, proceeded to substitute " Commonwealth " for "King" in the prayer-book. Though in
the autumn of that year (1776), the Virginia Assembly
suspended the tax in support of the clergy, it was to
be some years before the full bearings of the principle
adopted could be realized. A commission, consisting
of Jefferson, Pendleton, Wythe, George Mason, and
Thomas Ludwell Lee, engaged (i 777-79) in revising the
laws of Virginia, reported the famous statute, his
authorship of which appeared to Jefferson a nobler
claim to mention on his tomb than the official honors
he carefully omitted. "No man shall be compelled to
frequent or support any religious worship, place, or
ministry whatever, nor shall suffer on account of his
Opinion in matters of
religious opinions or belief.
religion shall in nowise diminish, or enlarge, or effect
And though we well know that this
civil capacities.
Assembly, elected by the people for the ordinary purposes of legislation only, have no power to restrain
the acts of succeeding assemblies, constituted with
powers equal to their own, and that, therefore, to declare this act to be irrevocable, would be of no effect
in law; yet we are free to declare, and do declare, that
the rights hereby asserted are of the natural rights of
mankind, and that if any act shall be hereafter passed
to repeal the present, or to narrow its operation, such
act will be an infringement of natural right."
This statute, as Bancroft says, was translated into
foreign languages and widely circulated in Europe,
and "a part of the work of the noble army of martyrs
was done." But it was not quite done in Virginia.
The revised code was indefinitely postponed for popular discussion, and, meanwhile, a reaction set in.
On
May 15th, 1783, Edmund Randolph, writes Madison

the Virginia
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from Williamsburg: " Religion, which has hitherto
been treated with little respect by the Assembly, was
yesterday incorporated into their proceedings. Mr.
Hay moved for a chaplain, and that a prayer should be
composed adapted to all persuasions. The prayer has
not been reported, though several trials, I am told,
have been made." This was a symptom. Petitions
had begun to come on the Assembly, alleging a de-

and attributing it to the neglect of
which some provision was demanded. In
1784, a standing committee reported on these memorials, and in pursuance of their recommendation, a
bill was introduced for a general assessment of the

cline of morals,
religion, for

people for the support of religious teachers, each individual stating to what denomination his tax should go.

To

measure Patrick Henry gave enthusiastic supthe Presbyterians supported it.
"They
seem," wrote Madison to Monroe, " as ready to set up
an establishment which is to take them in, as they
were to pull down that which shut them out. I do
not know a more shameful contrast than might be
found between their memorials on the latter and the
former occasion." Madison was now a member of the
Virginia Assembly. The utmost he could do (1785),
was to secure a postponement until the constituencies
this

port.

Even

could be heard from.

He

then prepared his powerful

" Memorial and Remonstrance," which

through the State

for signatures.

was scattered
During the interval,

Madison wrestled with the Presbyterian ministers,
Edmund Randolph (Attorney of the

while his friend,

State), did the like with the Episcopal clergy,

who

been pleased with the scheme. Randolph
writes to Madison (July 17th, 1785), "I dedicate to
you, as the patron of the Protestant Episcopal Church,

had

at first

the enclosed journal.

ence

me

in the last

Between

friends,

my

experi-

(Episcopal) convention does not

make

We

have
squeezed a little liberality from them, but at a future
day they will be harder than adamant, and perhaps
credulous that they have authority." When the day
anxious to step forward in another.

of battle arrived, Patrick
for

the

gubernatorial

—

Henry had left the Assembly
Washington at first

chair.

—

wavering had expressed hope that the Bill would die
an easy death; and George Mason, with Madison,
stood beside a table groaning under the signed remonstrances prepared for a combat never to be offered.

1
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was not even offered when the occasion was imto take up the Jefferson statute, lying on the
table since 1779, which was then made law.
In this contest, Madison and the State Attorney
were one, but on a related question their views diverged. In 1784, the Assembly had granted petitions
of the Presbyterians and Episcopalians for incorporation of their respective denominations, the same being
The Episcopal Church
offered all denominations.
alone availed itself of the grant, which enabled it to
It

the people themselves are the sole parties, and which

proved

they alone can abrogate, delineating the degree to

own

its glebes.

was brought
popularity
of

some

in

A

bill for incorporating this church
by Patrick Henry, who thereby lost

among

voted for

it;

After elimination of

the Baptists.

ecclesiastical survivals

but he only meant

from the
it

bill,

Madison

as a nail to drive out

—

—

the Assessment and, this being removed, addressed himself to the work of repealing the
Episcopal incorporation. Concerning this, the State
Attorney (Randolph) wrote to Arthur Lee: "I cana rustier one

not but consider the act of incorporation in the light

compact which legislative authority may dissolve
by the arm of power, but not by the rules of justice
and honor." Madison now advocated the repeal on
the ground that incorporation recognized the principle
of legislative interference with religion, but admitted
that each sect should be secured in its possessions,
and this proviso was embodied in the repealing act,
(January, 1786). This settlement was, however, assailed.
In 1789, when Randolph was engaged on his
revision of the Virginia Code, which delayed entrance
on his duties as Attorney General of the United States,
he writes to Washington, (November 22): " In a day
or two we shall be agitated by a question on the sale
of the glebes.
The partisans of this iniquity wish to
keep it off until next year; but it is determined to prepare an antidote to their misrepresentations by stating
the title of the church in a pointed manner."
It was
of a

which they have parted with

and
each
be pursued in

legislative, executive,

judiciary power, as well as prescribing

how

far

forms of government is to
In harmony with this, his draft of
a constitution, recently discovered, contains no allusion
to religion.
No power could ever be claimed on a
matter not even mentioned. Religion had not been
ignored, however; and it was due to Randolph's vigilance that the double-edged clause in Art. VI, against
religious tests for office, did not injure the freedom
it meant to secure.
On Feb. 29, 1788, he wrote to
Madison: "Does not the exception as to a religious
test imply that the Congress, by the general words,
has power over religion?" This led to an agreement
between the two that religious liberty needed further
security, which was urged in the twentieth amendment sent up by Virginia along with its ratification:
"That religion, or the duty men owe to our Creator,
and the manner of discharging it, can be directed only
by reason and conviction, not by force or violence,
and therefore all men have an equal natural and inof the simple

acts of legislation."

alienable right to the free exercise of religion, accord-

ing to the dictates of conscience, and that no religious
sect or society ought to be favored or established

by
There were implications here also. The words
closely resemble Patrick Henry's proposed addition to
the Bill of Rights, already quoted, and perhaps were
meant to conciliate him to the new constitution; but
they were modified by the same hands that modified
the Henry article fifteen years before, Madison and
law."

combination with the sixteenth Virsecuring freedom of the press and
speech, were established in the first article added to

Jefferson, and, in

amendment

ginia

the constitution.

The

part performed by Jefferson in the founding

was

not until 1802, (three years after repeal of all postrevolutionary laws on church property,) that the

of our religious freedom,

glebes were confiscated and ordered to be sold.

gard that freedom as representing the free-thinking
tendencies of the time. The hand of Jefferson may
be recognized in the Virginia statute of 1786, and in

this

act has been declared unconstitutional

Supreme
Most

Court.

(Terrett

v.

of the Virginians

But

by the

9 Cranch, 53.)
sat in the Constitu-

Taylor.

who

Convention of 1787, had been members of the
Virginia Convention of 1776. They had therein toiled
through some weeks before they could secure adoption
of the first clause of Mason's Bill of Rights, that "all
men are created equally free and independent." With
such an experience. Governor Randolph was little inclined to risk entanglement of the Philadelphia assembly among generalities; and indeed such "display
of theory," as he phrases it, "however proper in the
first formation of State governments, is unfit here."
tional

His idea

Madison
was "a compact in which

of a federal constitution, written to

as early as

March

7,

1783,

different

from that some-

times attributed to him, especially by those

the

constitutional

first

who

amendment, giving a

re-

liberty

from phraseology which might be construed into
limitation.
It may be that only an unorthodox eye
could have detected the points at which a freedom
free

primarily aimed at pretensions of a particular church,

might yet be inadequate

to include the

freethinker.

was consulted as an
unorthodox man, he and others, and that Randolph,
Madison, and Mason, deliberately enlarged their
It is also

certain that Jefferson

phrases to include every variety of denial as well aa

But the foundations

of our religious freedom
Convention of 1776 by devout and orthodox members of the English Church.
belief.

were

laid in the Virginia

THE OPEN COURT.
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and Henry, had been brought under especial Presby-

dence it was first planted on an old church glebe. It
was achieved amid menaces of jealous sectarianism.
An early invasion of tj'phoid among the students drew

terian influence, which, while kindling their religious

down

them from the old church.
Madison, Randolph, Mason, Washington, and others,

institution.

That church was disestablished by
It is

its

true also that the leaders in the work,

spirit,

Madison

yet did not draw

having disestablished their own church, prevented
Presbyterianism from establishing another of pandenominational character. Jefferson's statute lay on
the table seven years, and was then made law by
Madison and Mason, assisted by the devoutest Episcopalian

and Presbyterian ministers whom they had

fairly converted.

It is certain, therefore,

that religious

freedom was founded by religious men, though that
foundation was afterwards broadened to secure perfect
equality between the believer and unbeliever. Among

who knew well what they builded, was
George Washington. To George Mason, his friend
and neighbor, in conjunction with whom he built a
church, Washington said: "No man's sentiments are
more opposed than mine to any kind of restraint upon
these founders,

religious principles."

The words were meant

to

be quoted in the Assem-

bly for the purpose of defeating the proposal for a

general assessment for support of religious teachers,

and were so quoted; they helped to enact in place of
that scheme the statute prepared by Washington's
first

Secretary of State

—Thomas

What

Jefferson.

and equality incorporated in
the constitution implied in the mind of Washington,
has been seen in the article from the Tripoli Treaty
already quoted. The skeptical Jefferson was not so
bold as his orthodox predecessor, and when he renewed the treaty, in 1805, the broad assertion of the
non-Christian character of this government was
the religious freedom

omitted.

The

treaty ran:

"As

the

Government

of the

United States of America has in itself no character of
enmity against the law, religion, or tranquility of
Mussulmans, etc." The omission may, indeed, have
been due to Tobias Lear, who drew up the treaty, but
it is equally probable that Jefferson dreaded an increase of the reactionary feeling which had been exasperated by the writings of Thomas Paine. Jefferson's affirmative creed

being established in the re-

ligious liberty of the Virginia

and the Federal Con-

a solemn episcopal warning on the non-Christian

From time

to time

Nothing could be more untrue.
was extremely anxious to secure the uni-

versity from all such strife.

words: "In Religion, divided as

—

By

significant

coinci-

from

own hand,

these

it is

into multifarious

and more or less in
their superstructure, such moral works have been
chiefly selected as may be approved by all, omitting
what is controversial and mainly sectarian." One
looks in vain for the deistic works of Paine and other
polemical writers.
Nor were Jefferson's opinions
Although
such as would now be called "infidel."
from the time of his graduation at William and Mary
until his refusal on his death-bed to receive the clergyman "except as a good neighbor," he was never
orthodox, he had a religious spirit, and the reverence
for Christ which led him to make the book preserved
by his descendants at Edghill: "The Life and Morals
of Jesus of Nazareth extracted textually from the
Gospels in Greek, Latin, French, and English."
Those reactionary zealots who desire to "put God
in the Constitution," are assailing an edifice founded
by their own orthodox ancestors. Not much, indeed,
The more formidable eneis to be feared from them.

my

is

the insidious usurpation which, in contravention

of the very constitutional letter has "established"

such

Chaplaincy, and

Sabbath,

as

institutions

religious

Behind these encroachments
which reads its prepossessions into

the Thanksgiving day.
is

a pious party

the constitution as easily as into the Bible.

An

of-

fender in this direction has just appeared in Dr.
Philip

("Church

Schaff

States":
that our

1888).

and

State

in

the

United

In quoting Washington's statement

Government

"is not in any sense founded on

the Christian religion," he omits the pregnant words

"in any sense." He quotes Washington as- having
favored religious assessment, though Washington disdained it. He says, that the constitution, in requiring
an

official

oath, recognizes " the

tional alternative of affirmation

University was established.

just copied

creeds, differing in their basis

importance compared with the
he aimed to give his State,
to be a model for the nation.
This was to be an educational system, free from any and all religious bias,
which should diffuse the knowledge by which truth
would alone be elicited. For_this end he worked with
men of orthodox creed and catholic spirit, with Madison, Marshall, and others,
and at length his creedless
little

of catholicity

have

I

library catalogue, written with his

its

whom

monument

even now charged

opinions.

infidel

Jefferson

stitutions, verbal expression of his negative views, ap-

peared to him of

it is

that Jefferson established the University to propagate

the oath

is

Supreme Being, to
The constitu-

a solemn appeal."
is

here omitted; also

the care with which divine sanction

the special oath of the President.

on one page
oath,
of

is

is

The

omitted from
reader

is

left

to infer that the use of the Bible, in the

constitutional.

Dr. Schaff's interpretations

law are often erroneous.

polygamy decision

of the

He

claims that the anti-

Supreme Court (Reynolds

V. the United States) would exclude from toleration
"the public exercise of Mohammedariism which sane-
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tions

polygamy."

tice of

not the sanction but the prac-

It is

polygamy which

Let me mention

is

in conclusion, that the

most im-

portant statement of the legal relations of religion in
this country, will be found in a volume published in
Schools."

In

it

also given: of 14 simple addition (of about the following difficulty:

+

Bible in the Public

4-1-7-1-9
ir-i- '3). six were done correctly, two were quite
wrong, and the remaining six were either not done at all, or the
answers were illegible scribbles. * * Another case illustrates the

are exhaustive arguments delivered

very distinct memory, on re-hypnotisation, of what had been writ-

Cincinnati, in 1870, entitled:

before the

was made at all. * *
some cases the sum itself was correctly written, but no attempt
was made to put the answer. * * A few sums of other kinds were
cipherable, or only a small stroke or curve

In

prohibited.

"The

Hoadly, and

Superior Court by Stallo,

Wells was told to work out the sum,
13 loaves at gd. each,'
and instantly woke as usual. He wrote,
13 loaf at 5d. is 5s. 5d.'
When hypnotised again, and asked to say what he had written, he
ten.

'

'

Matthews (now

of the

Supreme

The

Court).

opinions are also of the highest importance.
pity that the pith of that

volume

is

judicial
It is

a

not published in a

convenient form; for the friend of religious freedom
will find in it much ammunition to defend the faith
delivered from our free and brave political fathers.

replied,

13 loaf

'

— oh,

of the Societ)' for Psychical Research, in

England, has

been praised as one of the most "careful investigators
and sifters of the evidence of unusual phenomena."
His papers on the many problems of the soul have
been, perhaps, the most valuable contributions to the
Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research,
showing " the utmost anxiet}^ to state fully all those
facts, which bore unfavorably on the reality of the
phenomena which he was investigating, and to attenuate, instead of enhancing, the marvel of the elements
involved."

The

those

who do not accept

and theories.
We here present a
experiments of "intelligent automatism"
as described mainly in Mr. Gurney's own words by
The Spectator, of June 30, 1888:

instead of loaves
I

crossed

it

— at

He

the

number

E occurred

tell

the

'

subject

to

'

to write

in the verse

down

number

the

— " Mary had a

little

of times the letter

once quickly through to show that he knew
he was instantly awakened and given Tit-Bits to read. Whilst
letter E comes 11 times
which is right.
The same experiment was tried with Parsons, who also was kept
occupied by being set to read immediately upon waking; but he
was not so accurate, and wrote down '12.' He was completely
successful, however, when told to write the number of E\ in
after saying the verse
it,

—

thus engaged he wrote. The

'

God save

ir

gracious Queen,

Long

jr

noble Queen,

live

Godsa

and wrote

11,

the Queen,'

having read excellently the whole time."

Concerning Mr. Gurney's explanation
facts. The Spectator adds:
" His inference

we

or whatever

is

that these trances induced

like to call the peculiar influence

of

ness,

mind

of the patient into

each of which

is

lectual tasks as the subject's education has fitted

aloud, and the other working a
e'%

'

'

him

intel-

to perform,

but nevertheless without the privity of the other, so that the man
is apparently subdivided into two men, one of whom is reading

that he was to write

'

— sepa-

two separate planes of conscious-

capable of accomplishing such simple

tients into a

mesmeric sleep, and in this sleep the patient was told
some particular word, or to count the number
of i?'s in a particular verse, or to do a particular multiplication
sura when he awoke. * * Then he was wakened and at once engaged in reading aloud, or counting backwards, or doing something
that engrossed his full attention; but his right hand was placed on
the planchette (an instrument on wheels containing a pencil), the
paper and planchette being always concealed from the subject's
eyes, so that he could not know, unless he were able to guess from
the blind movements of the instrument under his hand (which
guessing was made very difficult by the occupation found for hira),
what letters or figures (if any) the instrument was tracing.
As
a rule, he was always offered a sovereign to say what the writing
was, but the reward was never gained.' On being sent back into
the mesmeric sleep, he recalled the whole process, though in the
waking state he could never tell what the movements of the
planchette under his hand were engaged in producing.
Here is
Mr. Gurney's account of the results as regards the arithmetical
sums worked by what he calls the 'secondary intelligence': —
" The sums given were simple, as most of the subjects were
inexpert at mental arithmetic.
There were 131 sums in which
three figures had to be multiplied by a single one; of these 52 were
quite right, 28 had three figures in the answer right, 18 had two
figures right, and 14 had one figure right only, whilst 12 were quite
wrong, and 7 were either so illegible and muddled as to be unde-

these

by mesmerism,
which special

rates the

hypnotiser,' sent off one of the pa-

count

lamb, etc.," and then,

persons seem to possess of rendering others unconscious,

'

then

of times a certain letter occurred in a given verse.

his explanations
of

is 5s.

sd.

out.'

number

" Mr. G. A. Smith, the

•

/sit/"

— see — but

arriving at the correct answer again.
" Another form of experiment was to

descriptions of his experiments, there-

fore, possess value also to

put

proceeded, by a long roundabout process, to work the problem out,

Thus, Wells was told

THE PROBLEM OF DOUBLE PERSONALITY.
The late Mr. Edmund Gurney, one of the founders

I've

I've written the 13 twice

5d.

in

sum

or no knowledge of what his alter ego

man who

is

who

is

is

number

doing the sum has

is

of

little

reading aloud; while the

reading aloud has no knowledge at

tions of the alter ego

The

or counting the

man who

a stanza, though the

all

of the opera-

doing the sum."

facts fully agree with the investigations of the

French

school

of

experimental

psychology.

Th.

Ribot's view of double consciousness has been ex-

plained in No.

13 of

The Open Court, page

346, as

follows:
no

Such an
and contradictory; it is a conception worthy
of a Psychology in its infancy, Contemporary science sees in conscious personality a compound resultant of very complex states. The
mechanism of consciousness is comparable to that of vision. Here
we have a visual point in which alone perception is clear and precise; about it is the visual field in which perception is progressively
less clear and precise as we advance from center to circumference.
The ego, the present of which is perpetually renewed, is for the
most part nourished by the memory. Beneath the unstable compound phenomenon of consciousness in all its Protean phases of
growth, consumption, and reproduction, there is a something that
remains, and this something is the obscure consciousness which is
"'X'ii&ego

hypothesis

is

is

distinct entity of conscious states.

useless

the product of

all

the vital processes,

constituting bodily percep-

THE OPBN
and which is expressed in one word, axiiizsl/iesis (Germans call
Gemeingefuhl '), The unity of the Ego is not that of a mathematical point, but that of a very complicated mechanism; it is a
consensus of vital processes, co-ordinated by the nervous system
and by consciousness the natural form of which is unity."

COURT.
MONISM AND RELIGION.

tion,

it

'

It is

well

known

that

most organs

of

our body work

automatically without the slightest interference

of,

or

accompaniment by, consciousness. It is a fact also,
that many, nay most, processes of our brain take place
with the same automatism and regularity as the beating of our heart, and (as Mr. Ribot says) " consciousness is the narrow gate through which a very small
part of all this work makes its appearance."
Mr. Gurney's experiments, far from proving that
is a-mysterious entity, tend only to strengthen
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A REJOINDER.
BY D. THEOPHILUS.
With Editorial Remarks.*

The

me

submitted by

article

Court's method of conciliating
was published in No. 30 of the

and which
honored
and the other from

journal, has since been

with two able replies: the one from the editor,

Mr. E. P. Powell.

Both written

The Open

as a criticism of

religion with science,

in defense

of the view I

com-

bated; otherwise differing widely from one another as regards the

method of defense,
harmony is based.

as well as the grounds

whereon the alleged

Dr. Carus in his preliminary remarks intimates that the view

put forth by

me

pression of a

mind

cannot be a final one; that it is rather the exHe pays
in a transition stage of development.
me the compliment of telling me that he himself had once been in
that stage; but that a further study and research had enabled him
through

he at present occupies.

the soul

to pass

Mr. Ribot's and his co-workers' position. It is not the
ego which stands behind the scene and creates our
ideas, like an operator working on the mechanism of

be regretted, that he did not give us the facts or the
arguments that prevailed with him and were influential in giving
that particular direction to his mental growth.
Had we been fur-

brain-cells; but our ideas being living brain structures

tion

were into consciousness and produce the
They may be at work without being connected

enter as
ego.

it

with consciousness, in which, so to say, our feelings
are focused. In the hypnotic state (which is an obliteration

consciousness),

of

centre of brain activity

it

appears that another

created which stands in no

is

connection with the consciousness of the waking

Thus a second

dividual.

the

first

ego is not privy,

ego

is

in-

produced, to which

and we have the strange insame

cident that two personalities exist in one and the

The second ego takes precedence in the hypstate, when the first ego is paralyzed by sleep. In

person.
notic

the waking state the second ego disappears, but

not cease to exist.

it

It

*

We again

take occasion to mention the excellent work by

[The mental growth

A. Binet

and Ch. F^r^ on Animal Magnetism, a translation of which has appeared in
the International Science Series (Appleton & Co., New York, 1888).

its

absence, the

of

most minds has been from authoritative

to a rational faith, from rethrough a radical denial of religious truth to
the religion of humanity, from supernaturalism through skepticism and agnosticism to positivism. Strauss has written The

belief

through doubt and unbelief

ligious superstition

Life of

a radical criticism of the gospels and some time

fesiis,

of this work he wrote The Old and
Feuerbach has made similar efforts to create a
new faith, based on altruism {Liebe), in the place of that untenable
creed which he had torn down, because it rested on superstiUeberweg's chief work does not prove that he went so
tion.
I doubt whether he did it at
far as to openly oppose religion.
after the
the

New

all.

publication

Faith.

He

is

known

to

me

as a scholar only

who has

history of philosophy with scientific objectivity

written a

and imparti-

ality.

Mr. Clifford and George Elliot has been in
was a physicist, and moreover he died extremely young; his career, however brilliant, was so short that
we can scarcely refer to a development of his views, George
Elliot most decidedly suggests in her novels that a new faith has
Mr. Lewes, it is to be preto take the place of the old creeds.
sumed, did not disagree with his wife on this point. The two

[The

life

work

another

line.

of

Clifford

Mills did not go so far as to point out the possibility of a

and truer

religion.

But what

of that?

They

new

did not concern

And

They might have done so.
one of their followers, Mr. Herbert Spencer, has made an attempt to propound a philosophic religion in his First Principles.
[The signs of the time indicate that the development of humanity
themselves with such an idea.

p. c.

MM.

In

these.

'

of the first ego.*

to others.

itself

one knows better than Dr. Carus that the mental growth of some
of the greatest minds in history has taken the reverse order of the
one he gives as his own. Their transition stage being his final,
and his final, or at least something similar, had been their transition period.
To limit myself to but few instances, that was the
order of growth of such minds as those of Feuerbach, Strauss, and
Ueberweg, in his own native country; and those of the two Mills,
No one
G. H. Lewes, George Elliot, and Clifford, in my own.
need be ashamed of being found in company with such men as

just as well as 'it lightens,' or 'it rains.'"

'

might iiave been a valuable acquisi-

can scarcely possess such efficacy.
For that particular way of development is far from uniform. No

does

This idea, fully understood, solves many psychological
problems and accounts also for the odd facts presented in Mr. Gurney's experiments.
It
thinks in
the subjects experimented upon.
'It' thinks here
and there, and in many other places of their brains.
By his excellent method, Mr. Gurney succeeds in making a part of this latent thinking appear, without letting it enter into consciousness, /. e. the consciousness

it

—a means of carrying conviction

bare mention of the fact

its activity,

thinks,'

to the position

to

nished with such an item,

Mr. Gurney shows that even then

as well as its memory, continues. Although
unconscious with reference to the first ego, it must be
conscious with reference to the second ego.
Consciousness and unconsciousness, it appears,
are merely relative.
Sometimes long chains of most
complicated thought are unconscious, and their results
only flash up in consciousness like a divine inspiration.
Poets, inventors, mathematicians, and other thinkers
have often occasion to experience this, and Lichtenberg is right when saying: "We should say, 'It

is

is

*

pressing forward in that direction.

space prevents us from writing an editorial article in answer to
The necessary replications, for the sake of saving space,
will appear as parenthetical insertions marked by hanging indentations.

Lack

of

this Rejoinder.

THE OPEN COURT.

ii;

[The motive

Comte, et al., for abandoning
mere unbelief and creating (or at least for attempting to create) a new and rational faith has been (and so it was
with me) the natural desire of man to have a harmonious conof Strauss, Fuerbach,

[Science investigates the laws of the Universe; science

the desert of

ception of the world as a guiding star in

sistent reasoning; its
is

to the confidence in the victory of the good,

and

Woe! Woe!
Thou hast destroyed

The

In ruin

By

it,

'tis

Brightlier

Build

hurled,
sliat-

teredl

The

scattered

Fragments

into the

it

In thine

the blow of a demi-god

Void we carry.

Deploring

The beauty perished beyond

To what he

again,

own bosom

build

it

anew!

Bid the new career

not

hypocrisy.

Versuche eines Re-

enumerates the most important

my

definition of religion, the editor raises

excludes Buddhism, which
are the most

is

an atheistical

numerous on earth."

appears a very fatal objection.

this

It is

At
an objection,

mind while fixing the limits of religion
in the former article.
In reply I would remark that Buddhism, as
promulgated and practiced by Gautama himself and his first disciples, was no religion at all in the strict sense.
It lacked the distinctive mark whereby religion has been known in the world.
He
himself was simply a social reformer, and the society established by
him was merely a sort of brotherhood a union of men of like
however, that

re-

it

I

had

fully in

efforts which
She discussed the views of
several modern thinkers and gives most prominence to August
Compte, Eugen Dnhring, IV. Salter, and August Nitsche.
The
authoress herself and all these men are known as unflinchingly
radical, and yet they leave the barren shores of negation and

sympathies for mutual aid; a society similar in character to the
Pythagorean brotherhood in ancient time, or the Guilds in the
Middle Ages, or the various orders of the present day. And I

make

should go further and say that the society founded by Jesus was of

ligionsersatzes,

have been made

in this direction.

earnest attempts to build a better religion in the place of

the relinquished creeds,
true in them.

so as to preserve

what

is

good and

slight

known

to the Logicians as

argumentum ab

he

he defines it, not as it is defined in
charge I can hardly plead guilty.
For the larger portion of the article was devoted to the task of
showing the inadequacy of the definition of The Open Court.
That in strictness it was no definition of religion at all, though it
might be a correct definition of metaphysical philosophy. I wish
Dr. Carus had distinctly stated how does religion as conceived by
that

criticises religion as

him manifest

To

Is

itself.

this

it

a thing of the intellect,

or of the

and wherein does it differ from science and ethics?
of religion has been repeatedly given in The Open

feeling, or both,

definition

Court.
[The basis of Religion is man's relation to the All. The man who
is aware of his dependence upon the whole of existence, who
feels himself as a representative of the order of the world and
who knows that he has to conform to the laws of the cosmos
and intends to do so, is religious. We may repeat here the
expression used above: Religion

is

that serves as a guiding star through

[Religion (in this sense)

is

a conception of the world
life.

the basis of Ethics.

Ethics (which

is

the science of morals) instructs us about the proper conduct of

man.

He who

laws of the

conforms consciously and from principle

All,

is

moral.

We

purposely say

'

to the

consciously

and from principle, for an animal may conform to the laws of
the cosmos from instinct; an animal cannot properly be called
moral.
Only a rational being can be moral in the highest
'

sense of the word.

No

defense shall be made agains
sisted of " an appeal to prejudices."

form already

that

my argument

con-

In

religion.

with the

satisfied

vogue in his own country.

The founders

of the societies are no mere mortals any
Henceforth their persons are idealized, their names sacred, and their origin shrouded with mystery.
Their doctrines
are invested with infallibility and authority, and their precepts become commands which no one, with impunity, can violate or disregard.
Allegiance to the person thus transformed is now the
badge of the society: and the same has always constituted the distinctive mark of religion. Buddhism thus metamorphosed, is doubtless a religion, and as such is not excluded by the proposed definition.

longer.

[Mr. Theophilus

consistent as to his definition of religion

is

states that the religions of Jesus

and Buddha were no

but that the degenerated types of Christianity and
were.

more

According

shall

to

we

when he

religions,

Buddhism

our view, Christ's ethical doctrines contain

religion than all the

which

tion remains,

dogmas

The

of Christianity.

definition is

more

legitimate,

ques-

and which

consider as the essential feature of religion the truth

contained in

it,

or

its

errors?

Ed.]

Disregarding minor differences and side issues,

let

me

here

wherein lie the essential points of difference between the editor and myself. With his philosophy I have no
quarrel.
On the contrary, I believe the monistic conception of the
briefly indicate

world

is

the only view consistent with scientific knowledge.

his position as defender of that philosophy,

I

And

regard as altogether

But when he proceeds to build up a religious faith
and practice upon the monistic philosophy as basis, he seems to be
undertaking an impossible task, without at the same time doing
impregnable.

violence to the principles of that philosophy.

[The
s,

in

was

strictly social re-

new

In course of time both developed into genuine forms of religion.

invidia ductum, Dr. Carus proceeds to discuss the subject-matter
of the essay itself.
He says, " The leading mistake of Theophilus

The Open Court."

Both Buddha and Jesus were

a like character.

so far as the latter was concerned, each

touch of that unconvincing, yet popular style of reasoning, consisting of an appeal to prejudices,* a
species of reasoning

—

formers: neither taught nor intended to teach a

Ed.]

Having given us a

[A

is

"whose adherents

sight

first

storing.

calls

the objection that
religion,

Commence,
With clearer sense,
And new songs of cheer
Be sung thereto!

[Dr. H. Druskowitz, in her pamphlet Moiierne

is

is

'

Mightier
For the children of men,

fist;

takes the whole man, his head

'

of spirits sings;

beautiful world,

With powerful

it

intellect

out devotion, religion

humanity and the advancement of humanity.
Faust, having lost his hold in life, curses Hope, Faith,

When

his

must be repeated here that Mr. Theophilus did not criticise
religion as defined by The Open Court.'
He showed only,
as he confesses now, 'the inadequacy of the definition of The
Open Court, which in strictness is no definition of religion
at all,' in other words, of religion as defined by Mr. Theophilus.
Ed.]

[It

to the faith in

and Patience, the choir

Religion

and his
and his feeling. Without any knowledge
of the most important cosmical laws, religion will become superstition; and without character, without good-will, and withheart,

a transition to a better belief, to the belief in the possibility of

and

and con-

of thought. Science

a matter of reasoning and understanding.

exclusively cognitive,

life.

[Goethe had the same experience when he had lost the faith of his
childhood.
But he had strength enough to restore the lost
harmony. The breakdown of the old form of belief must be
progress,

method being economy

systema-

is

tized knowledge, based on methodical observation

religion of

philosophy.

monism
It

practical result.

is

the simple consequence of a monistic

does not do violence to

its

principles but

is

THE OPEN
[The main difference between
is

philosophy and religion

that

is

for the few, religion

is

for the masses; philosophy

for the thinker alone, religion

is

for everybody; philosophy

philosophy

is

religion

is esoteric,

is

philosophy

If the principles of

exoteric.

can be presented so clearly and in terms so simple as

many,

cessible to the

Whether
are the

with regard to the philosophy of mo-

first

The

be seen.

to

be ac-

philosophy can become a religion.

this

this is possible

nism remains

to

The Open Court

efforts of

practical attempts in this line

and our readers are
Ed. ]

enabled to judge themselves of the feasibility of our idea.

My

contention

that there

is

is

its

There

devotees.

exhibited

this

it

the idea of personal

known

history,

in

as their very

indispensable feature,

core,

that

iar

is

to say, religion

such as the world, under that famil-

[One

of the chief errors of dualistic religion

The

phism.

dualistic

god

is

is

anthropomor-

its

human

a person like a

according to the dualistic conception, the personality of
the cornerstone of

religion.

all

and

being,

God

is

This had been repeated so

often that even their adversaries believed

passed into the

it is

which Mr. Theophilus is unable to free himself.
When in former times the prince considered himself as the
state (/ 'ctat c'cst moi), a republic or a State without a prince was
declared to be an illogical fiction; allegiance except to a prince,
it was assumed, could as little exist as a religion without a suEven the enemies of princes at
pernatural and personal God.
length believed in this logic, and declared; lei us have no State
at all, no law or social regulation, for republics are a sham,
they are monarchies disguised and true liberty means anarchism.

The Open Court

declares, that just

as true patriotism and faithful allegiance to one's country are

To a

monistic thinker

of religion.'

The

adversaries of the orthodox

meaning

in religion

lievers) are

To
lates, is

at the

aware

is

a deeper

than both parties (believers and unbe-

of.

Ed.]

the monistic thinker, such a personality as religion postu-

wanting: and as a necessary consequence from this

same time discovers

fact,

he

that the feeling of allegiance or religious

emotion has died out in the heart. The latter can only arise when
the intellect has found an appropriate object for its exercise.
Take away that object and the feeling instantly collapses.
Such, it seems to me, is the issue deducible from the monistic
philosophy.
That philosophy has undermined the foundation of
religion, both in external nature and in

human

consciousness, both

no longer
has been
ousted from both positions by the simple operation of the law of
development, and no other force whatever.
as a knowledge and as a sentiment.

room

for

The

it

So that there

either in the Intellect or in the heart.

religious idea, like

many

other products of

sciousness, did discharge once a useful

is

It

human

con-

and necessary function

in

man's intellectual and moral life, but at a certain point in his
growth, he may find it of no use to him. There is no longer within
consciousness any function for it to discharge: and so as an inevitable consequence,

it

perishes, precisely as

is

the case in the or-

The

relationship here implied

should be remembered that there

And

case in the abandoned faith.
sonality

the old

in

principles and to the laws of existence.

means simply correct

is

not personal as

is

the

the allegiance given to a per-

becomes

religion,

new allegiance
And this when reduced
in the

to
to

living.

But why give the name religion to what already had an apname of its own? Right living in all its bearings and relations is covered by the word morals.
And the science whose
propriate

function

is

it

to discover the right sanctions or the philosophic
is

known

world as ethics or ethical phil-

to the

osophy.
[Ethical philosophy
science

science of morals)

(the

and must be studied

is

a

department of

Religion

in colleges.

is

more than
Re-

a philosophy to be taught in lecture-rooms to students.
ligion

A

is

a popular philosophy to be preached to the masses.

philosophy appeals to man's intellect only, but a religion ad-

dresses itself to the whole man, body and soul, his heart and
his head."

Ed.]

Suppose, however,

all

verbal objections be waived.

Suppose

we grant that this noble and philosophic view of life should be
named religion. Will it answer the purpose intended? Can it fill
up the gap left vacant by the old religion? I think not. The world
not good enough for such a religion,

It is

fit

only for the select few
it,

and

if

religion

it

must be called.
These

— the well-disciplined souls.
live

it.

By

the world outside this

be utterly ignored.
no perfection in the world, it is true.
But Mr.
Theophilus's pessimism is not justifiable.
It is a fact that not
only science is popularized and made more accessible to the
masses, but the masses also are better educated, and become so
more and more. If monism is a truth, the religion of monism
will either purify the old faiths or fill the gap produced by their
destruction, and it will answer the purpose intended. Is truth

circle

it

[There

will
is

not the detailed truths of branch-sciences,
broadest sense

—

is

truth really

fit

but, truth in

only for the select few?"

its

Ed. ]

To the ordinary mind there is no connection necessarily between the fact of having an intellectual apprehension of the uniA
its interdependent parts, and living a correct life.
theoretical knowledge of the laws and conditions of life have no
Socrates appears to have held
direct influence over his conduct.
the doctrine that a knowledge of the right ensured its practice.
In the case of the Greek sage personally the doctrme might have
been correct. And the same might be said of others who have
passed through the Socratic discipline. Applied to the world in
In fact the history of
general the doctrine is decidedly an error.
verse with

civilization

is

little

more than a repeated

series of refutations of

that doctrine.

The

truth

is

mankind has never cared

for high principles or

for abstract laws or indeed for laws of any sort unless backed by

ganic world.
It

in

all, or to construct a new one from a new material. Dr.
Carus appears to have chosen the latter. This new religion he
defines as a man's consciousness of his relation to the whole

is

life

might be justly added,

lost the religion of his youth,

religion at

alone can appreciate

essence and

who has

there are two alternatives to choose: either to be satisfied with no

purer in a republic than in a monarchy, so religion will be

are not as yet impartial enough to see that there

to these

the case of many, religion.

higher and more elevated, if it is freed from those superstitious
elements which have been wrongly considered as the very core,
'

And

witchcraft, etc.

cle, oath,

this

belief of

[In opposition to such views.

fossil

a considerable number of people at the
many words in the English language already
state.
To this class belong such words and

ideas as, hell, heaven, ghost, soul, immortality, providence, mira-

grounds of morals,

And

it.

To

present day there are

practice

symbolic name, has universally recognized.

hulls in the shape of words, like fossil remains in the

world.

life.

monistic conception furnishes no data for the realization

of such relationship, and none, therefore, for the existence of religion;

mere empty
physical

cosmos.

essence, and

The

in

All forms of religion hitherto

relationship.

have

always implied

is
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going on within as well as without; in human consciousness just as
much as on nature's field. Nesv thoughts, ideas, and emotions,
spring up and oust from existence the old, leaving behind them

involved in religion a recogni-

tion of a personality claiming allegiance or worship at the hands of

COURT.

is

a struggle for existence

power

— power of some description such as that allied with wealth,
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position, public opinion, or brute force.
The world has always
paid more respect to persons than to principles. It is more amenable to external force than tt reason. When all other modes of

arguments have failed to secure
bacidinum has proved successful.

[What

is

'

wealth,

public

position,

but parts of the All!

conviction,

argumenlum

the
or

opinion,

brute

force

All these, if they are in contradiction

empires cannot

power which

is

and

Even

opposition to the cosmical order of the All, will perish.

good unless they are backed by the

exist for

the reality and the

life

What

of the cosmos.

must be that believes in the " argupower in securing convic-

a sad conception of

life it

mentum baculinum "

as the strongest

—

conditions of

the truth

is

life

had no

influence, let us despair

and

die;

they have a most powerful inflence upon us.

but

Ed.]

From this consideration it must be seen that a religion founded
on principles, such a religion as The Open Court offers to the
world, has but a poor chance of success.
And that chiefly because it lacks the power to enforce its principles. It is deficient
what Kant called the categorical imperative. This the old religion possessed in a high degree, and as a consequence, it held
the entire world of mankind for successive thousands of generations, at its feet in a cringing and adoring attitude.
in

to

is

be feared that the world

and moral development to enable it to
dispense with its ancient Fetish, and to accept an unpretentious religion of principles in exchange for the awe-inspiring religion of

THE

BY HUDOR GENONE.

An innkeeper of Argolis, who had kept his tavern at the parting of ways for upwards of half a century, died; and his shade
repainng, as the custom was, to the immortal gates of shadow,
implored (for so the etiquette of the dead was, as with us now a

matter of habit) high regard and honor from the gods at whose
hands favor was.
" Nay," quoth the warder, helper to him called Hermes, messenger to the higher gods; "but say first what hast thou done to
deserve favor at our heavenly hands? Speak and tell of thy good
deeds and worthy."
The innkeeper, who was indeed worthy enough, was of a
modest turn. Not used to dignitaries except perchance on rare
occasions to serve them at his hostelry, he stood abashed, eyes
drooping, unable to command words to answer fitly or even at
first at all.

" Perhaps thou hast built a temple in thy time?" said the door
god, not without a touch of mockery in his tone.

"O

no!" answered

the

new immortal, "o

no,

indeed!

One

"

" Never."
" Not even a

young dove?"
" No," answered the poor innkeeper sadly, " not even a young
dove, nor any other thing."
" And what then in the way of good didst thou do in thy life?
Cans't think of ought?"
" I kept my tavern," the man said very humbly.
" All people

who passed

that

way used

to relate

how

I

kept

heavenly

—

thing

did," said he.

I

And

this great thing?"

"'Twas no great thing, " replied the supplicant, " 'twas only
beyond my gate where the ways parted, I set up a guide-

that

board, and kept

there;

it

two hands pointing, one

to either town,

one north, one east."

"Ha!" jeered the warder, " callest thou that a worthy thing?
step down, for here cometh one who set up a golden shrine.
By the glow upon his face I can tell 'twas at least as much."

Now

The innkeeper
own
of

in sore tribulation, confident,

purity, but all the while himself to be a

mote

it is

true, of his

in the

sunbeams

Olympus, hung his head disconsolate.
Disconsolate, till he was aware of a new presence, and looking
perceived before him the aforetime surly warder,

up,

with changed demeanor, and over against him a radiant being

it

well

His face I say, but as well might I
have said her face, save that in the calm majesty of those deep
eyes lay a couchant power, seldom found in woman.
" I am Themis," said the being calmly, and then at once both
knew that here was one neither man nor woman, nor any other
bodily shape, save as shape was taken because the eye was made
to see.
So also the being spoke (thought materialized), because in
no other way was it given to the brain to hear.
" I am Themis," the being said, " and I have heard the contention betwixt ye two, warder of this eternal realm, and thou, oh

new immortal.
"

serving the

I

am

justice

and knowledge.

my

thou art welcome to this
I

holy

Fear

hill.

not see, but
'
'

not, for I tell thee that

Thou

know; thou didst not understand, but

I

didst not know, but

understand; thou didst

I see.

In the

way of our judgments,

to judge of the results of duty, to

reward according
oh new immortal,

of a truth, this
tell

warder suHiceth

the meaning of acts, and to

But

deeds done in the body.

to the

to look

'tis

mine,

deep into the heart, and into the mystery

of motive.
'

I

never even thought of doing that."
" Hast ever sent a gift of jewels or of gold to Delphi?"
" Never."
" Or of kine or kid?"

best always and caring well for beast and man.

"honor them

with the glow upon his face.

GUIDE-POST.

A FABLE.

due."

Is that thy notion of the

"Another duty doubtless. If that alone, spare thy breath."
"No, 'twas no duty; and in my business was of a truth a
hindrance; for had I done it not, many who else would have tarried
over night with me, or when Boreas ruled and the storms of winter
raged, even longer, hied away quickly."

now

(TV be continued.)

my

'Twas

—

furtively

force.

not?

pay do their duty.

permitted to count for something.

at large is hardly yet suffi-

ciently advanced in mental

Why

gods," was the reply, surly and scornful,

for

kingdom?"
Now was the innkeeper mightily put about at all this sharp
questioning.
In his heart he felt himself, not knowing nor asking
why, to be verily worthy, but unable to give account of himself,
he was embarrassed and shamefaced, till, at last, and getting his
brains, he ventured to speak aloud in his own behalf respecting
one thing he had thought of that might he humbly deemed be
"

—

getting thy reckoning?"

"The
who

not

tion.

[Every notion, every knowledge be it right or wrong influences man's conduct. If the moth knew that iire burns, it would
shun the flame. And if a theoretical knowledge of the laws and

It

And

" Surely.

'

Now

I

look,

and

I

behold, for

keeping thy humble tavern

all

the fifty years of thy earthly

thou didst set up
ways beyond thy gate a simple guide-board. No
law compelled thee to set it there, nor did law compel thee to
keep it, with its two hands pointing, one north, one east.
"Dost know what came of this work of thine?" Themis
life,

in Argolis, that

at the parting of

gazed, friendly, into the new comer's eyes.
" I know not," was the answer, " save as

time to time

it

I

believe that from

served to help some stranger."

"Stranger?

Then

'twas not for thine

own acquaintance and

kinsfolk thou didst set the guide-board."
" Not so; for surely they know the way already."

"Hast thou enemies?"
I have; some I know; more

"

I

am

sure that

I

know

not of.

THH OPKN
because

in

my way

of livelihood

I

enemy

of thine?"

" That I cannot say; doubtless many such passed by the inn."
"Behold!" went on the angelic being, and so speaking drew
" Behold here writ the record of the work of good
forth a scroll.
that,

unknown to thee, thy guide-board did!"
Then he who of late had been but a simple

citizen of Argolis,

not learned in the script of Cadmus,

felt his eyes opened so that
he was able to trace the record.
And he saw there inscribed the names of a hundred three
score and five, whose lives during all the fifty years, while the

guide-board had been set up, were saved by it: some were old,
some mid-aged, some young. Those journeying to the north
would have taken the way eastward, or, on their road to the
eastern town would have wandered else to the north.

The

multitude (as was duly set forth on

lives of part of this

wild beasts on a strange road; of others

still,

from storm or

pesti-

lence.

Good, too, of many another sort the record showed; of sons restored to mourning families; of husbands to their wives; of fathers
to their needy children; and further, of renewed hope in many a
breast; of kindled sparks of

human sympathy

that one being had been found to feel

for all humanity, in

and (unknowing

of all the

deep significance of feeling) to show the divinity of humanity.
And, before the new immortal's astonished eyes, the scroll unrolled, and the record grew and grew, telling of the vast results of
each saved life, of each throb of hope, of each happy turn of
fortune.

Then Themis, smiling, said, cheerily; "This was all thy work.
Though then thou didst not know, I tell thee that though men
judge by the

and even at Heaven's gate itself the warders call
Delphi and Diana, at my high court is nothing save

Sevigne. Gaston Boissier. Translated by Melville
Anderson. -Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co.
The above is the first issue in a series of short critical works
on "Great French Writers," which has attracted much attention
and praise on both sides of the Atlantic. The American publish-

motive reckoned.

Because thou hast loved the right, and hast loved thy neighbor, and the stranger, and even thine enemy, and because thou
hast done unto them as thou wouldst have had them do unto you,
I bid thee come up higher.
Come!"
So speaking Themis turned, and the new immortal, glad but
yet wondering, followed on satisfied.

sonal history of their subjects than with their literary labors.

The opening volume on Mme. de Sevigne is fully indicative of the
merits and interest of those to follow.
Mme. de Sevigne has
never been a favorite with us amongher illustrious countrywomen,

woman with an
mother-love can ever deserve to be so called
for a rather commonplace daughter.
M. Boissier's work revives
this image, but in a way which adds an unexpected charm and
presenting the image of a graceful and amiable

BY LOUIS BELROSE, JR.
to the dove

dying out in the present day, whether ever to be revived in a succeeding period of less haste and waste than our own, remains to be
the social

To

when

praise of

the heart

Him who

is

and intellectual growth, marked by the Hotel de Ramand the Fronde. In the subject of M. Boissier's sketch we
have the picture of a woman of pleasing and lively disposition,
not holding herself above the manners and ideals of her age but
able to resist its temptations and avoid its dangers.
c. p. w.
Geo.

that the

stirred

rules on high.

little

All truly wise thoughts have

again honestly,

make them
till

truly

E.

Giro.

by Melville

Translated

&

Anderson.

B.

Co.

M. Caro's work forms the second in the series of "Great
French Writers," republished, with a corrected translation of
their own, by the firm whose imprint appears on the title page.
We have not here a full account of the life, so full of rich and
varied incident of George Sand, but a critical estimate of her
writings and the literary and intellectual career of one of the most
striking figures in modern times.
M. Caro, rightly, we think,
finds the secret of Geo. Sand's weakness and her false philosophy
of life, in the fact, that she makes love the love of man and
woman the dominating and justifying principle of human

—

the author points out, that she defends her-

conduct.

It is true, as

self in this

by the claim,

"so

of

human

selfish,

the

"The

of divine origin, but in her

is

she so confounds the divine essence

passion, that all true distinctions are lost,

done.

is

all

that all love

theory

this

" Sensual Ideality

love passages

in

one thing needful

strong, so rich in enthusiasm,

is

— such

is

the secret

Mme. Sand,"
to this

says her
mind," he adds,

a humble, moral quality

This is a virtue impossible where passion
which proclaims its right to destroy and ignore all conventional bonds.
But though he speaks plainly on this portion
of his subject, M. Caro is too just and sympathetic a critic to
stop here, and has many a word of wise and enthusiastic praise
resignation."

viz.,

the author of Consuelo.

much

bird

been thought already thousands of
ours, we must think them over

they take root in our personal experience.

— Goethe.

He

lets

her speak for herself as

and she nowhere does this better than in a
one of the forerunners of the naturalistic
school which was to replace the romance-period of which she
" Retain your faith in form," she says to
stood at the head.
"but occupy yourself
this
over-nice manipulator on words,
more with substance." " Form," she tells him, " is but an effect;
not an end.
A novel must be first of all human, and cannot be
c. p. w.
saved by being well-written."
as he

letter to

Will eat the butterfly?

times; but, to

Sand.

Chicago: A. C. McClurg

reigns,

nothing with a single word,
is it

presents us with a clear picture of

bouillet

for

From

life

gallantry,

latest critic.

Of Him who made our earth and sky

Why

Sevigne's

of France succeeding that period of mingled intrigue,

vice of almost

sinking through the skies above

is it

life

and serious harm

perfect wisdom, perfect love.

Why

Mme. de

seen.

with the

Like feathers from an angel's wing.
What comfort in the proof they bring

Of

if

freshness to the subject. Mme. de Sevigne will be chiefly remembered as an incomparable letter-writer in a day when letter-writing
was a studied accomplishment. The art is one that is rapidly

application
forget to sing.

And watch the swallows wantoning.
And butterflies the gold whereof
Comes

—

—

MIDSUMMER.
How sweet to listen
When all the rest

with commendable enterprise, have arranged to re-issue these

ers,

works in a new translation by Prof. Anderson, who has acquired
a favorable reputation for such work in his translation of Victor
Hugo's Shakspeare. These works on noted French writers do
not aim to give a complete biography, and deal less with the per-

act,

for gifts to

183

Madame de

inordinate love

the scroll) were saved from the hand of the enemy; of others from

1

BOOK REVIEWS.

turned not aside to fawn for the

favor of any mortal."
" Could it then be that this guide-board was of use, not only
to the stranger but to

COURT.

can,

Flaubert,

—
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THE LOST MANUSCRIPT*

the gracious gentlemen

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER ^X//.— Continued.
Knips prepared himself for his first lesson. He
began by drawing forth his paint-box, several complete letter-writers, and a book or two on etiquette.
He painted several coats of arms, and from the books
he abstracted some respectful forms of speech, such
as the servile language of our Government officials
have sanctioned in intercourse with the great, and
learnt them all by heart.
At the proper hour he presented himself to the Chamberlain, polished and
fragrant, like a flower whose strength of stem had
been extracted by the heat of the midday sun. Thus
he was brought into the presence of the Prince, and
almost withered into nothingness as he approached
the chair in which he was to sit; he began his lecture
by drawing out of a- small portfolio a design of the
Prince's ancestral coat of arms and a sketch of the
Chamberlain's armorial bearings; he laid them before
the Prince with the deepest reverence, and added his
first

Prince about the old festivities of his noble house,
described the ceremonial accurately, and even knew
the names of those who had assisted at them.
His

knowledge appeared wonderful
cost

him

little

to his hearers,

though

trouble to collect this information.

one teaches them the better they are pleased. It is a
them even to look for what stands at everybody's disposal, and what has been put in hundreds
of folios is new to them.
I treated them like little
boys, and they did not find it out. No, mother, they
understand how to value me even less than the Professor world here. No one appreciates my knowledge.
Yes, there is one that does," he murmured to himself,
"but he has more pride than the Chamberlain. The
Chamberlain seems to wish to inform himself about
the old tilts and masquerades; I will send him my
little edition of Rohr as a present.
There is so little in
it that it is good enough for him.
I bought the book
for four groschens; the parchment is still tolerably
white.
I will wash it with sal-ammoniac, and paste his
coat of arms into it. Who knows what may come
labor for

of it?"

here, mother," cried Knips, entering his

room, and taking a small
pocket; "that

cleaned

it,

and prepared

his paints.

Who would
have thought that I could have earned anything by
this old absurd nonsense of heraldry?"
He drew and
painted at the coat of arms. "I have seldom brought
gold into the house, and then it was always for underhand traffic that did me no honor." Here he broke
" I will once more put on my livery when I take
off.
him the book, then put it out of sight."
"The world

is full

of tricks, mother.

In the district of Rossau the road surveyors put up
their stakes,

and

at the

University, Magister Knips

placed the white pig's-skin binding in the hands of
his illustrious patron.

Use rejoiced that the road to her father's estate
would be useful to every one, and the professor heard
with interest that the man whom he had recommended
had succeeded well, and he smiled kindly at the exBut
pressions of gratitude tendered by the Magister.
for the good formation of the new road, and the approved dexterity of the little man, the happy couple,
who in both cases had hit upon the right person,
were to receive thanks that they did not desire.

CHAPTER XXin.
PHILOPENA.

One evening Use had placed

before them.

Look

is

the largest

The mother rubbed her
*Translation copyrighted.

roll of

sum

my

"Tovalue?"replied Knips, contemptuously. "They
or my learning, and the less

At the conclusion of the course he was richly rewarded,
and his hearers regretted that this strange figure, with
his old-fashioned knowledge, was no longer to lecture
"

to value

know nothing about me

He

explanations.

His lecture, to use the Chamberlain's own words,
was magnificent; his obsequious arabesques which
wound themselves into his discourse were prolix, it is
true, but not disagreeable; they were comical, yet
well-suited to the scrolls he was lecturing on.
He
frequently brought drawings, and books on heraldry,
and engravings from the library for inspection, and
showed himself more thoroughly informed than was,
perhaps, necessary.
If he chanced to fall into historical discussions, which were more interesting to him
than his hearers, the Chamberlain would simply have
to raise his finger, and Knips respectfully resumed the
proper topic. The gentlemen took more pleasure in
his lectures than in many of those given by the Magister's patrons.
The lessons were continued throughout the term, for it was discovered accidentally that
Knips had a good deal of knowledge of tournaments,
tilting, and other knightly amusements.
He told the

it

who know how

son!"

money

out of his

have ever earned."

hands.

"My blessing upon

Laura was

an uncracked almond, and asked the Doctor
whence arose the time-honored custom of Philopena.
The Doctor doubted the antiquity of the custom and
could not explain its origin at the moment, but he was
evidently perplexed at his uncertainty in the matter.
rattling

I

the last remaining

dainties of the holiday season on the table;

XHK OPEN COURT.
Thus, he neglected

the mutual pledge of
Laura cracked the shell and
carelessly laid two almonds between him and herself,
saying:
"There they are."
"Shall we share them?" cried the Doctor, gaily.
"If you like," replied Laura, "giving and taking, as
is usually done. But it must be only in joke," she added,
thinking of her father; " and no presents."
Both ate the almonds with the laudable intention
of losing the game.
The consequence was that the
to request

of the double almond.

did not advance.

affair

Laura, in the course of the

following week, handed books, tea-cups, and plates of

meat

He was dumb as a stick, and
it."
Had he forgotten

the Doctor.

to

never said, "

I

am

thinking of

the agreement, or was

it

But Laura

his usual chivalry?

could not remind him of his forgetfulness, otherwise

she would win the philopena.

She again became very

angry with him.

"The
to

learned gentleman does not hand anything

me," she

said, to Use;

"he

treats

me

as

if I

were a

stick."

"It must be imintentional," replied Use;

forgotten

"Of

it

"he has

long ago."

course," cried Laura;

"he has no memory

a pretty joke with such an insignificant person as

"Make an end
him

I

for

am."

remind

of it," advised Use; "just

of it."

so

It

happened that the Doctor, on one occasion,

could not avoid picking up a pair of scissors, and

handing them
"

I

am

to her.

thinking of

pertly, " that's

it,"

said Laura;

and added,

more than you do."

After that she offered the Doctor the sugar-bowl;

the Doctor took a piece of sugar out

civilly,

but was

silent.

"

Good morning,

philopena," she cried, contempt-

uously.

The Doctor laughed, and declared himself

van-

quished.
" It is not very nice of you," continued Laura,
eagerly, " to have cared so little about your philopena.
I

will

never eat one with you again;

there

is

no

honor in winning from gentlemen who are so absentminded.

handed her a small printed
the first page there was
written, "For Miss Laura," and on the second, "The
Origin of Philopena; a Tale." It was the history of
Shortlyafter, the Doctor

book

in beautiful binding.

On

the beautiful daughter of a king,

who

liked to crack

and eat nuts, but would not marry; she accordingly invented the following strategem. She presented to
every prince who sought her hand and they were
countless the half of a double almond, and she ate
the other half.
Then she said; "If now your High-

—

—
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=

ness can compel me to take something out of your
hand without saying the words, 'I am thinking of it,'
I shall consent to marry you; but if I can induce yo.ur
Highness to take something from my hand without
saying these words, your Highness shall have your
princely head shaven and forthwith leave my country."
But there was a trick in the fulfillment of this contract;
for according to the customs of the court no one could
put anything into the beautiful Princess's crwn hand
on pain of death, but he must give it to the lady-inwaiting and she would hand it to the Princess. But
if the Princess herself chose to take or hand something,
who could prevent her? Thus it became a bitter
pleasure for the wooers. For however much they
might endeavor to induce the Princess to take something out of their hands without the intervention of
the lady-in-waiting, the latter always interposed and
spoilt their best-laid plans.
But 'when the Princess
wished to get rid of a suitor, she was so gracious to
him for a whole day that he was quite enchanted; and
when he sat next to her, and was already intoxicated
with joy, she took, as if by accident, something that
was near her, a pomegranate, or an egg, and said,
softly,
"Keep this in remembrance of me." As
soon as the Prince took the thing in his hand, and perhaps was preparing to say the saving words, the
thing burst asunder, and a frog, a hornet, or a bat,
flew out towards his hair, so that he drew back

—

—

frightened, and, in his fear, forgot the words; whereat

he was shaven on the spot, and sent about his business.
Thus years had passed, and in all the kingdoms
roundabout, the princes wore wigs, these have since
become fashionable. Then it happened that the son

—

upon some business
own, by accident saw the almond-queen. He
thought her beautiful, and at the same he took note of
the artifice that had ruined the hopes of her former
suitors.
Now a little grey dwarf in whose favor he
stood, had given him an apple, at which he might
smell once every year, and then a clever idea would
occur to him. He had, therefore, become very famous
of a foreign king, while traveling

of his

amongst

Now

all

kings on

account of his clever ideas.

the time of the apple had come; he smelt, and

"If you
once this bright thought came him:
would win the game of giving and taking, you must
under no conditions either give anything to her or
take anything from her." And so he had his hands
firmly bound in his girdle, went with his Marshal to
court, and said he also would be glad to eat an almond.
The Princess was much pleased with him, and had
His Marshal took it and
the almond handed to him.
at

put

it

in his

mouth.

Then

the

Princess inquired

what that meant, and why he always carried his hands
He answered that his Court customs
in his girdle.
were even stricter than hers; and he must not take or
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"What

give anything with his hands, but only with his feet

•"

In

He

shrugged his shoulders and answered:
"Only in case you will condescend to take things

my

from

"Then why

be," cried the Court in chorus.

come here?" exclaimed

did you

Princess, vexed, "

if

the

you have such stupid customs?"

"Because you are so beautiful," returned the Prince;
"and if T cannot win you I can yet look upon you."
"

I

can say nothing against that," answered the

Princess.

So the Prince remained at Court, and came to
But as she too was of a
please her more and more.
mischievous disposition, she endeavored in every way
to mislead him and persuade him to draw his hand
out of his girdle and take something from her. She
conversed much with him, and made him presents of
flowers, bonbons, and smelling-bottles, and at last even
Many times his hands twitched, but
of her bracelet.

he felt the pressure of the belt and recollected himself,
nodded to the Marshal who collected the things, and
said:

"We

think of

Now the

it."

Princess became impatient, and so one day

she began after this fashion:
"My handkerchief has fallen down;

Highness pick

it

up

for

The Prince took
and waved

his toes

could your

me?"

the handkerchief by the ends of
it;

the Princess bent down, took

the handkerchief from his feet, and cried out, angrily:

"I

am

A

year had passed thus, and the Princess said to
cannot continue so; an end must be made

thinking of

it."

herself, " It

of the affair, in

one way or the other."

So she began

thus to the Prince:

"I have the lovliest garden in the world, which
show your Highness to-morrow."

"

It is

wonderfully beautiful here; that

that your

Highness cannot pluck
is

the mother of

invention;" and seizing a cherry with his
offered

it

the Princess.

to

mouth he

Nothing remains

for her

from him in addition, she could not at the moment
say, "I am thinking of it."
Then he exclaimed, aloud, "Good morning, Philopena," drew his hands out of his girdle and embraced
her; they were of course married and if they have not
since died, they still live together in peace and happiness.

This story the Doctor had written and caused to
be printed especially for Laura, so that no one else
could have the book.

Laura carried the book
with pride on her

name

the foolish

story.

little

to her private

room, looked

and repeatedly read
She walked to and fro re-

in print,

and when she thus considered her relations
with Fritz Hahn, she could not feel easy in her conscience.
From her childhood she had been under obligations to him; he had always been good and kind to
her; and she, and still more her father, had always
caused him vexation. She thought penitently of all
the past, up to the cat's paws; the indefinite feeling
she had concerning the " Philopena" was now clear to
her; she could not be as unembarrassed as she ought
to be, nor as indifferent as she would wish, because
she was always under the heavy burden of obligation.
"I must come to an understanding with him. Ah!
but there is a barrier between him and me, my father's
commands." She revolved in her mind how, without
acting against his commands, she could give the Doctor
some pleasure. She had ventured something of the
flecting;

—

kind with the orange-tree;

if

she could devise anything

would remain unknown to those over the way
there would be no danger; no tender relations and no
friendship would arise from it, which her father might
wish to avoid. She hastened down to Use, saying,
"My obligations to the Doctor oppress me more than
that

I

will

The Prince smelt at his apple again.
came to the garden the Prince began:

it is

but to put her mouth to his in order to take the cherry,
and when she had the fruit betwen her lips, and a kiss

boots."

"That can never

a pity

some of them for me."
The Prince answered, "NecessiTiy

The Princess laughed, and said:
this way we can never manage our game!"

or head."

When

they

we may be

able to walk together in peace, and not be disturbed
by our game, I beg, my dear Princess, that you will

adopt my Court custom, if only for an hour, and allow
your hands to be bound. Then we shall be sure of
each other, and nothing vexatious can happen to us."

This did not please the Princess, but he entreated
and she could not refuse him this trifle. Thus they
walked together, with their hands bound in their
The birds sang, the sun shone warm, and
girdles.
from the branches the red cherries hung down almost
touching their cheeks. The Princess looked up at the
cherries, and exclaimed:

I

can express;

in his debt.

which

it is

Now

have bethought

me

of

something

will bring this state of things to a conclusion."

"Take good
really

insupportable to feel myself always
I

care," replied Use, "that the affair

brought to a conclusion that

is

will stand in the

future."
{To be continued,)

Banish gloomy fancies and darl< forebodings.
A majority of
ills never come, and in anticipating and fearthem we make needless shadows for our lives.
Every virtue that is admirable in woman is equally admirable
man.
Virtue, temperance, sweetness of temper, love and charity are
no sex, but shine equally in all. Eimi?ui Drake Slenker.

expected and dreaded
ing

in

of

THE OPEN

COURT.

NOTES.
The essays by M. Alfred Binet on the Psychic Life of Microorganisms will be continued in No. 55. Originality of research and
correctness of inference as to psychic phenomena, especially

mark

the articles to follow.

tled

In Nos. 25 and 26 is presented a very scientific article enti" Determinism versus Indeterminism," by Georg Von

Gizycki, Professor of Philosophy at the University of Berlin.
is in answer to Professor William James of Harvard Uni-

This

MORRISON

I.

SWIFT.

Judea and by his disciples, as related in the New Testament. Mr.
Swift's language is clear, eloquent, pervaded by an ideal humanitarianism, and is not only respectful to the clergy but even
reverent. He thinks the opportunities of the present and the
future are in the hands of the churches, and that the clergy may
lead the van of social progress instead of trailing along behind
the baggage wagons, as they have so long been contented to do.
" In this country," he says, " where the church has the allegiance
of so large a portion of the people, where it represents a large
proportion of the specially organized moral forces of the land,
where finally its material resources are almost unlimited and the
money power of the country is its friend and supporter, it would
be possible for the church to bring about the reform that is needed,
with little difficulty, if it desired to do so." Here Mr. Swift is
confronted with the important objection that should the church
take the lead in the social revolution or even in social reformation so far as "to establish such fair distribution of the products
of human industry that superabundance and luxury will not
exist," the " money power of the country" would cease to be its
" friend and supporter" and the clergy might cease to be a priesthood. He presents the difficulty thus: " It is said by some that
the pulpit will not go much beyond those who maintain it. This
is to acknowledge that the opinions of the clergy are to-day
bought and paid for, just as lawyers are hired and legislators sent
Notwithstanding this
to uphold the ideas of their constituency."
difficulty, Mr. Swift sees " a slumbering lion in the Christian
ministry, which will, ere long, awaken and put forth its formidable powers for the poor and the oppressed."
other essays by Morrison

I.

who, in a lecture published in the Unitarian Revievj, had
maintained the doctrine of indeterminism.
The whole inquiry
versity,

In No. 23 Morrison I. Swift makes a vigorous appeal to the
churches that they becoine actively interested in what is generally
known as "The Social Problem," and that they take the lead in
Christianizing the people after the manner practiced by Jesus in

Two

Ill

GEORG VON GIZYCKI.

Swift, are contained in Nos.

In the one he speaks of The Scholar as a Reformer,
32 and 44.
and in the other of The Masses as Reformers. The scholar has imbibed something of the historic spirit; he perceives, moreover, that
the change in human institutions must ever be along the line of
the moral and the ideal.
Life can not be conceived in its full
import, until the individual comprehends himself as the bearer of
the rare essence and as containing, in no merely figurative way,
the temporal hereafter.
It is the mission of the scholar to reveal
the larger and encompassing world of his soul, not of the bookish
professional scholar but of him who has sought a profound comprehension of the meaning of life in its complexity and breadth.
He must guide the masses, he must clear away the mystifying
creeds and establish the truth that all men are born to live moral
and beautiful and expanding lives in whatever sphere they may

Freedom of

relates to the

plained

the Will, and the terms are thus ex-

:

"The question whether the actionsof the will are phenomena
which act in conformity to a law, admits of only two answers
yes and no.
The philosophic theory which holds that they do, has been
called Determinism ; that which says they do not is known as
Indeterminism^^

The argument, which is deeply philosophical throughout,
in some parts of it a demonstration, proceeds upon the theory
that the human will is under the control of law, and that its
actions are rfc/crw/wei^ by necessity that Freedom of the Willis
and

;

never an accident, nor the offspring of caprice; that the reformation of an evil-doer is made by surrounding him with conditions
whose laws will compel his will to act in the right wav.
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Mr. Swift considers the masses as the raw material for reform.
There are rich people who think that general betterment

means loss to them. But to dread reform is
Whatever is imperfect in society is injurious to
form at one point reaches every point. The

to

misunderstand.

all classes.

A

re-

essayist sets great

—

hopes on the masses indeed, hopes too great, which may prove
illasions.
"Their minds," he concludes, "are more fluid and
therefore they are more capable of growth into a surviving har-

mony

with the conditions of life than those whose adaptations
were formed earlier and in less enlightened times.
.They are to
become an infinitely more important factor in the life of the race
than ever before.".
.

,
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